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Abstract
In 1999, Pieprzyk and Qu presented rotation symmetric (RotS) functions as components in the rounds of hashing
algorithm. Later, in 2002, Cusick and Sta˘nica˘ presented further advancement in this area. This class of Boolean
functions are invariant under circular translation of indices. In this paper, using Burnside’s lemma, we prove that the






t , and φ(.) is the Euler
phi-function. Moreover, we find the number of short and long cycles of elements in Zn2 having fixed weight, under the
RotS action. As a consequence we obtain the number of homogeneous RotS functions having algebraic degree w. Our
results make the search space of RotS functions much reduced and we successfully analyzed important cryptographic
properties of such functions by executing computer programs. We found that there are exactly 8, 48, and 15104,
RotS bent functions on 4, 6, and 8 variables respectively. Experimental results up to 10 variables show that there
is no homogeneous rotation symmetric bent function with degree > 2. Further, we studied the RotS functions on
5, 6, 7 variables for correlation immunity and propagation characteristics and found some functions with very good
cryptographic properties which were not known earlier.
Keywords : Rotation Symmetric Boolean Functions, Enumeration, Correlation Immunity, Resiliency, Algebraic
Degree, Nonlinearity, Autocorrelation.
1 Introduction
It is known that there are 22
n
Boolean functions on n variables and under no circumstances (with current computational
power) it is possible to search them exhaustively for n ≥ 7 to check some desired property. Thus before analyzing the
RotS Boolean functions the immediate question is: how many rotation symmetric functions are there? We show that
the number of rotation symmetric Boolean functions is a very small fraction of the total number of Boolean functions
and it is possible to search the space with much better efficiency.
Before proceeding further let us present some introductory material for better understanding. Let Vn be the vector
space of dimension n over the two element field Z2. Let xi ∈ {0, 1} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we define
ρkn(xi) = xi+k if i + k ≤ n, and = xi+k−n if i + k > n. Let (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1, xn) ∈ Vn. Then we extend the definition








n(xn)). A Boolean function on n variables may be viewed as
a mapping from Vn into V1. We interpret a Boolean function f(x1, . . . , xn) as the output column of its truth table, i.e.,
a binary string of length 2n, f = [f(0, 0, . . . , 0), f(1, 0, . . . , 0), f(0, 1, . . . , 0), . . . , f(1, 1, . . . , 1)].
Definition 1. A Boolean function f is RotS if and only if for any (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Vn, f(ρkn(x1, . . . , xn)) = f(x1, . . . , xn)
for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Note that there are 2n different input values corresponding to a function. From the above definition, it is clear that
for RotS functions, the function f possesses the same value corresponding to each of the subsets generated from the
rotational symmetry.
Let Gn(x1, . . . , xn) = {ρkn(x1, . . . , xn), for 1 ≤ k ≤ n}, that is, the orbit of (x1, . . . , xn) under the action of ρkn,
1 ≤ k ≤ n. It is clear that Gn(x1, . . . , xn) generates a partition in the set Vn. Let gn be the number of such partitions.
Given (x1, . . . , xn), a function is RotS if it takes the same value for all the inputs in Gn(x1, . . . , xn). It is clear that there




t (φ is Euler’s phi-function).
Let us denote the addition operator over GF (2) by +. An n-variable Boolean function f(x1, . . . , xn) can be seen as a





. . .+a12...nx1x2 . . . xn, where the coefficients a0, ai, aij , . . . , a12...n ∈ {0, 1}. This representation of f is called the algebraic
normal form (ANF) of f . The number of variables in the highest order product term with nonzero coefficient is called
the algebraic degree, or simply the degree of f . A Boolean function is said to be homogeneous if its ANF contains terms
of the same degree only.
1
Functions of degree at most one are called affine functions. An affine function with constant term equal to zero is
called a linear function. The set of all n-variable affine (respectively linear) functions is denoted by A(n) (respectively
L(n)). The nonlinearity of an n-variable function f is nl(f) = ming∈A(n)(d(f, g)), i.e., the distance from the set of all
n-variable affine functions.
Clearly one can extend ρn on monomials of the form xi1xi2 . . . xil . Let us take an example of 4-variable RotS function.
If the term x1x2x3 is present in the ANF, then the terms x2x3x4, x3x4x1, x4x1x2 must be present in the ANF. Thus




n(xi2) . . . ρ
k
n(xil). Similarly, in this case Gn(xi1xi2 . . . xil) =
{ρkn(xi1xi2 . . . xil), for 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.
We select the representative element of Gn(xi1xi2 . . . xil) as the lexicographically first element. As example, the
representative element of {x1x2x3, x2x3x4, x3x4x1, x4x1x2} is x1x2x3. Note that it is also clear that the term x1 will
always exist in the lexicographically first element (the representative element).
We now define the short algebraic normal form (SANF) of a RotS function. A RotS function f(x1, . . . , xn) can be
written as
a0 + a1x1 +
∑
a1jx1xj + . . .+ a12...nx1x2 . . . xn,
where the coefficients a0, a1, a1j , . . . , a12...n ∈ {0, 1}, and the existence of a representative term x1xi2 . . . xil implies the
existence of all the terms from Gn(x1xi2 . . . xil) in the ANF. This representation of f is called the short algebraic normal
form (SANF) of f . Note that the number of terms in each summation (
∑
) corresponding to same degree terms depends
on the number of short and long cycles.
We develop computer programs to explore bent functions and other cryptographically significant Boolean functions
in this set. Using the computer search in a reduced space, we found the exact count of 8, 48, and 15104, RotS bent
functions on 4, 6, and 8 variables respectively. Homogeneous bent functions have recently got a lot of attention in
literature [1]. It is interesting to note that we could not find any homogeneous RotS bent functions having degree > 2
up to 10 variables.
It is clear that cryptographically significant RotS functions are of interest [3, 2], though such functions could not
be constructed yet. Our attempt to search the cryptographically significant Boolean functions on 5, 6 and 7 variables
produced extremely encouraging results. We found 480 RotS functions on 7 variables which possess resiliency of order 1,
propagation characteristics of order 1, nonlinearity 56, algebraic degree 4 and maximum absolute value in autocorrelation
spectra 16. Also we found 72 RotS functions on 7 variables which possess resiliency of order 2, nonlinearity 56, algebraic
degree 4 and maximum absolute value in autocorrelation spectra 16. Functions with such optimized properties were not
known earlier.
Full version of this paper available at http://www.isical.ac.in/˜ subho
2 Enumeration of Rotation Symmetric Boolean Functions





φ(t) 2n/t, where φ(t) is Euler’s phi-function.
We concentrate now on Gn(x1, . . . , xn), where Gn(x1, . . . , xn) contains exactly n elements. Let hn be the number of
such length n subsets, i.e., the number of long cycles. Clearly hn < gn. We will provide a formula for hn.
Theorem 3. We have (i) h1 = 2, (ii) If n = pa, p prime, then hpa = 1n
∑
d|n φ(d) 2
n/d − ∑a−1i=1 2pi−2pi−1pi − 2.
In particular, if a = 1, hp =
2p − 2
p




n/d −∑sni=1∑aij=1 2pji−2pj−1ipji − 2, if sn ≥ 2.
Now we concentrate on the monomials of the same degree. We introduce some notations which are related to the
weight of the binary strings. First consider Gn(x1, . . . , xn), where wt(x1, . . . , xn) is exactly w. Note that in this way





). Let us consider that the number of
such partitions is gn,w. Moreover, let hn,w be the number of distinct sets Gn(x1, . . . , xn), where wt(x1, . . . , xn) = w and
|Gn(x1, . . . , xn)| = n, that is, the number of long cycles of weight w. Clearly, hn,w < gn,w. We will write k|′m, if k,
(1 < k ≤ m) is a proper divisor of m.





, if gcd(n,w) = 1. Also, gn,0 = gn,n = 1.




)−∑k|′gcd(n,w) nk · hnk ,wk )+∑k|′gcd(n,w) hnk ,wk .
Notice that gn,w is the number of distinct cycles of weight w. This means that the degree w monomials can be
divided in gn,w different cycles. We obtain
Corollary 5. Consider n-variable RotS Boolean functions. The number of (i) degree w homogeneous functions is
2gn,w − 1, (ii) the number of degree w functions is (2gn,w − 1)2
∑w−1
i=0 gn,i and (iii) the number of functions with degree at




3 Rotation symmetric functions with cryptographic significance
With the enumeration results for RotS Boolean functions in the previous section, the search space is reduced to a large
extent and it seems possible to search this space to check whether there exists cryptographically interesting Boolean
functions. The results show that the RotS Boolean functions are rich in this context. Before stating the results we first
need to present some definitions.
Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) and ω = (ω1, . . . , ωn) in Vn and x · ω = x1ω1 + . . . + xnωn. Let f(x) be a Boolean function
on n variables. Then the Walsh transform of f(x) is a real valued function over Vn that can be defined as Wf (ω) =∑
x∈Vn(−1)f(x)+x·ω. Note that Wf (ω) = wd(f, lω), where lω denotes the linear function on n variables given by lω(x) =
ω · x.
A function f(x1, . . . , xn) ism-th order correlation immune (CI) if and only if its Walsh transform satisfiesWf (ω) = 0,
for 1 ≤ wt(ω) ≤ m. Note that f is balanced if and only ifWf (0) = 0. Balanced m-th order correlation immune functions
are called m-resilient functions. Thus, a function f(x1, . . . , xn) is m-resilient if and only if its Walsh transform satisfies
Wf (ω) = 0, for 0 ≤ wt(ω) ≤ m.
By an (n,m, d, u) function we denote an n-variable, m-resilient function with degree d and nonlinearity u. By
(n, 0, d, u) function we mean a balanced n-variable function with degree d and nonlinearity u. In the above notation a
component is replaced by a ‘−’, if it is not specified, e.g., (n,m,−, u), if the degree is not specified.
Define ∆f (α) = wd(f(x), f(x⊕ α)), the autocorrelation value of f with respect to the vector α. Now we define the
Propagation Characteristics of a Boolean function. An n-variable function f is said to satisfy PC(k), if ∆f (α) = 0 for
any α such that 1 ≤ wt(α) ≤ k. The absolute indicator is ∆f = maxα∈Vn,α6=0 |∆f (α)|.
Bent functions are extremely interesting combinatorial objects. Bent functions on n variables (n even) possess the
maximum possible nonlinearity and the Walsh spectra contain only the values ±2n2 . Further these functions are of
algebraic degree at most n2 for n > 2.
We know that g4 = 6 and g6 = 14. Thus we can easily go for exhaustive search. For 4 variables, there are 8 such
functions, and for 6 variables, there are 48 RotS bent functions. Note that g8,2 + g8,3 + g8,4 = 21 only and we need to
search a space of 221 RotS functions on 8-variables to get the complete list of RotS bent functions on 8 variables. We
found that there are 4 · 3776 RotS bent functions on 8 variables and among them only 8 are homogeneous (quadratic).
Unfortunately we could not find any evidence of homogeneous bent functions there, of higher degree. Thus we make the
following conjecture.
Conjecture 6. There are no homogeneous RotS bent functions of degree > 2.
There are eight (5, 1, 3, 12) functions. Most interestingly, they possess the theoretically best possible ∆f = 8 value.
That is, these functions provide provably best possible parameters in terms of nonlinearity, resiliency, algebraic degree
and autocorrelation values. However, there are no (5, 2, 2, 8) RotS function. All the 5-variable functions, with maximum
possible nonlinearity 12, that satisfy propagation characteristics are PC(4). There are 12 functions which are PC(4)
and of nonlinearity 12. The ∆f value for all of them is 32.
There are fifty two (6, 1,−, 24) RotS functions. There are no (6, 2, 3, 24) and (6, 3, 2, 16) RotS functions. There are
2 · 56 balanced PC(1) functions with nonlinearity 24. There are 2 · 6 balanced PC(2) functions with nonlinearity 24.
There are 2 · 16 unbalanced PC(2) functions with nonlinearity as high as 26. There are 2 · 104 unbalanced PC(1)
functions with nonlinearity 26. Out of these, 16 have degree 5 and ∆f = 8.
There are 2 · 856 number of (7, 1,−, 56) functions. Now we only consider the count of the functions with f(0) = 0.
There are 42 number of (7, 1, 5, 56) functions with ∆f = 16. There are 240 number of (7, 1, 4, 56) functions with ∆f = 16
which also possess the PC(1) property. One example is the function x1x2x3+x1x4+x1x2x3x5+x1x3x4x5+x1x2x4x6.
Deterministic construction of these functions are combinatorially challenging and still not known.
Construction of 7-variable, 2-resilient functions with nonlinearity 56 has been considered as one of the extremely
hard combinatorial problem. Running a computer program, we obtained that there are 2 · 36 number of (7, 2, 4, 56)
functions in the RotS class. We mention that all of these functions have ∆f = 16, which is currently best known.
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